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Before you start considering doing micro weddings do think what
you are able to offer.

Are you going to be able to attend in person or is this a service 
you could do online? 

Let's think about what a couple planning a micro wedding or
elopement would be looking for. I have listed a few ideas but do
jot down your own depending on the services you offer and your
location.

Couples are probably working from home so are juggling, they
maybe feeling uninspired and just don't really know how to be
creative at the moment.

With goal posts moving all the time they just want to feel assured
their wedding will be doable or realistic during the pandemic.

Write down ideas you could offer to a couple in this situation.

Help with finding intimate locations for their wedding, a field, a
farm, a remote location, a barn, a hotel or restaurant that is
currently Covid friendly and can offer intimate celebrations.

You can get creative here and even put together a 'package'
albeit I hate that word!, for a micro wedding that you could sell to
include your services either on site or remote, a celebrant, flowers,
a fabulous dining experience, a photographer, a zoom link for
their friends and family to join in, travel arrangements to and from
the wedding location.

A one stop package they would be able to purchase knowing
everything is taken care of and you have done the creative,
inspired research for them.

If you are destination planner then why not consider targeting
locals with the same experience or offering an online wedding
planning service to help couples who may wish to arrange their
own micro wedding but need guidance and help.
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Given the instability of even venues being allowed to open are you able
to think outside the box? 

What do I mean by this, is there a location you could dress up, organise
catering to be set up and put a micro wedding package together within
the remits of the current restrictions.  

Many of the micro weddings are now also being hosted in the family
home. They will be looking for help with catering, decor and styling to
make it very special.

Consider a home pop up wedding service, everything is delivered to
their house, set up and cleared away, so they can have their intimate
celebration without the fuss and stress.

This could include organising a styling service, florals, catering, music
playlists, a celebrant, photographer, cake and drinks to be delivered to
help them to create their pop up wedding. 

If you are a stylist or florist why not create a Wedding Decor pack that
can be delivered to their home including instructions as to how to set
everything up. 

If you are a photographer and not allowed into their home consider
setting up a zoom and photographing their day online with them or
arranging to meet the couple in a nearby location to take some photos
for a fabulous shoot.

Many caterers have already adapted to offering a home service and
could offer beautiful creative menus offering a bespoke catering service
for an intimate celebration.

The possibilities are endless so write down what potentially you could
do and then we will take a look at pricing for these services.

Do bear in mind this is short term, within a few years micro weddings
won't be with us so this is just about tapping into this market for
certainly the next two years. If you are a destination planner then by all
means offer an intimate wedding package but for when travel can
resume and do bear in mind this may again be subject to
postponements and cancellations.

If you are already offering services for smaller weddings then this would
be a good base to start with your pricing but without you in attendance
on the day. So for example if your lowest price point is for celebrations
under 30 guests use this price as  your micro wedding price
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Let's look at the dynamics of a micro wedding couple.
 

  They are going to fall into two categories.
 

The couple that want to get married, already had a wedding budget put aside. 
They wish to now have a micro wedding but plan to use the majority of their 

budget for a party later on when they can celebrate again.
 

The couple who has given up on a large wedding and wants to spend money 
on their micro wedding to make it extra special with no expense spared.

 
Both types of micro wedding couples will be looking for creative ideas, catering 

and may turn to a wedding pro for help with these items.
 

You could offer an hourly charge to help couples plan their micro wedding which 
could include styling, organising the decor, catering, music playlists, etc. 

 
You would be booking and coordinating the logistics to make sure they have 

a creative seamless micro wedding.
 

If you are going to offer an hourly rate do make sure you set a minimum spend or offer
time blocks so they can purchase a set amount of hours, for example ten hours.

 
I can't tell you the going rates as they vary so much from area to area and country to
country but base it on your previous wedding planning rates, so if you were charging

100 an hour you could offer a micro wedding service of ten hours for 1000.
 
 

PRICING A MICRO WEDDING 

OR ELOPEMENT



Using the workbook following this, decide if you wish to offer a micro wedding
service and what you will create.

 
Do remember micro weddings will be looking for creative ideas, inspirations
they can recreate in their own homes and catering ideas, they still want the

wow factor.
 

Create a blog post, or a few posts,  about your micro wedding services.
This could be sharing ideas for inspirations, talking about catering, cocktails,

playlists, how to have a beautiful celebration, ceremony.
How to have your micro wedding photographed.

 
Design a downloadable brochure to link into your blog post and 

your Instagram bio showcasing your micro wedding services.
 

Share your blog post and ideas on Instagram and make sure you include
relevant hashtags, check out Instagram to see what hashtags are being 
used and remember to hashtag your location if you are offering services 

within your area.
 
 
 

MARKETING A MICRO WEDDING SERVICE



What services could I offer for a micro wedding?
 

In person, create a package, offer online support or create a downloadable document
they can purchase.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What packages could I create for a micro wedding?
Help with planning, catering, decor and styling,  playlists, photography,

ceremony,  online zoom weddings.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Who is my target market for micro weddings?
Local couples, long distance couples.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is my ideal clients wedding budget for a micro wedding?
 
 
 
 
 

MICRO WEDDING PLANNING SHEET



 
A final summary.

 
Decide if you wish to target the micro wedding market.

 
Brain storm ideas you could offer this market.

 
Price up your services, remember not to under price as they can be as much

work as planning a normal wedding.
 

Use images that relay micro weddings, for example don't post images 
of larger celebrations and dancing and then talk about micro weddings.

 
Create sets of hashtags for Instagram.

 
Create blog posts talking about micro weddings.

 
Design a micro wedding brochure and lead magnet to include in your blog

post and social media to capture couples who are considering 
micro weddings.

 
 

SUMMARY 


